
Five Practices of Fruitful Congregations - Passionate Worship #1

What sustains your devotional life during the week?

Daily morning devotions with my spouse

Worship music as I exercise

Quiet moments alone for prayre and meditation; practicing God's presence throughout the day

Journeymen's prayer breakfast

Small Group

Daily Bible study, prayer devotionals, small groups, Journeymen

First Question:  What does LDUMC do well for Passionate Worship?

LDUMC provides a warm and welcoming environment for worship

Coffee and cookies helps build community and sets the stage for worship

Music serves as a prayer – sometimes joyful and sometimes soulful

Uplifting Christian worship songs

Presentation of individual faith stories

Visual stimulus such as the liturgical dance with banners and ribbons adds to the spiritual experience

Congregational participation in serving communion is a definite plus

Shared sermons (as when Jim and Loida have done it) creates a unique experience

Sermons with references to individuals in the congregation and relating us to scripture

Second Question:  Where are some opportunities for improvement at LDUMC?

More sermons as a series presented by the same pastor perhaps running for 4 +/- weeks

More sermons/presentations by guest speakers/missionaries

More use and integration of Audiovisual tools with sermons; not just showing scripture

Consider presenting a Revival Weekend

Consider “Praise” music at the beginning but include a quieter introspective song (maybe connected to the sermon topic) 

before or after the sermon



Five Practices of Fruitful Congregations - Passionate Worship #1

What sustains your devotional life during the week?

More focus on music selection that can facilitate congregation participation; perhaps repeat “potentially popular” songs for a 

month or so in order for us to learn and participate better

Have printed bulletins available and possibly include a sermon outline/main points

Notes:

Group members also mentioned that this study also provided insight where we can improve as individuals.  Therefore, all our 

focus was not external.

Our group is totally insistent that printed bulletins are very useful and desirable for many reasons.  It has surfaced when 

considering multiple “Fruitful Practices”.  This does not have to be full color with gold leafed edges and ink hungry pictures.  

Keep It Simple but Effective.

Morning prayer, Small Group, YouVersion bible app “Story of the Day”, praise music, Jesus Calling devotional, daily email devotionals from 

Lake Deaton (when available)

Reading scripture daily, prayer times, often constantly throughout the day; would like a Bible study group once a week.

Small Group - Habit of reading from "Let All the Earth Rejoice" devotional and Bible and prayer requests. This is most effectively done where I can see 

the sunrise.

Nightly prayer, giving thanks and asking for His intervention for sick family and friends.

Reading Bible, study, group meetings, daily prayers, serving in various ministries.

Bible study like the Lenten Study. Reading scripture, listening and watching "The Chosen." Music.

Prayer, Bible reading, quiet time.

On line devotions from church in Colorado. Recently have been viewing devotions for this series.

Devotionals online; prayper; personal devotion (upper room, etc); small groups

bible study; programs such as lenten study; devotionals.

Prayer, daily devotions; small gorups, Meditation; Bible Readings/Studies

Small group meetings, devotionals, prayer



Five Practices of Fruitful Congregations - Passionate Worship #1

What sustains your devotional life during the week?

I look forward to our daily devotional. When it stops I have a void in my life.

Self-thought, a question (religious) that engage my curiosity.

Online devotions, regular prayer and Bible reading

Reading the Bible, a daily devotional reading (Jesus Calling) and C.S. Lewis daily reading.

Christian music, daily devotionals

Personal morning devotionas both those I regularly do such as Jesus Calling, as well as emails with LD devotionals/ studies. Ladies small group. 

Stephens peer groups.

The church daily devotionals.

Using a daily devotional and meditating on God's Word. 

Seeing God in nature; hearing God through conversation with others; music; being alone with God.

personal, devotional reading/video, small group classes,  Christian music, radio preachers, TV - The Chosen.

Reading devotionals, the Bible, a feeling in my heart that there is a need for quiet time, read a spiritual book.

Read devotional, prayer, on-line devotions, classes, Bible study, small group.

Daily Bible study - "more I read, the more I want to read!" Enjoys NIV translation. Quiet time to meditate and pray. Daily devotions with spouse. Enjoy 

online Bible study with LDUMC.

Devotionals, Prayer, small group

Nothing right now. In the past I have read the daily Bible during two different years and used portals of prayer from our Missouri Synod Lutheran 

Church.



Five Practices of Fruitful Congregations - Passionate Worship #1

What sustains your devotional life during the week?

Morning devotions of Upper Room and Daily Bread; Jesus Calling; Reading the Bible; Talking / Praying with God.



Passionate Worship

Does Lake Deaton have an environment where you feel comfortable worshipping freely and expressing yourself? 

Especially when the service and worship leaders encourage participation

•       Yes – styles of worship make it approachable

Yes.  
Yes.  

Enjoy class after 9 AM service, Scripture based, where I can express myself; services - comfortable but missing a real connection.

I can sway or wave my  hands without being self-conscious. The music lifts us up and I go with it. One call feel the Holy Spirit move, like a 

vibration.

Yes.  

Everyone feels good about this.

It does for me. We belong to the Gift Class and our small group -The FROGS. I also like "The Bloom Ministries" monthly programs. I was also 

involved in MOAMI. The worship services have led me to grow. I like that we have pastors Jim, Loida and Kristyne. We are blessed.

Yes.  

Yes.  

Yes; online services and programs helps to worship and study no matter where you are

yes; working on expressing ourselves freely

Yes; open & honest; group that cares

Yes, most of the time. Some of the congregation like to impress people with their knowledge of the Bible which makes "newbies" feel 

intimidated. Maybe have a beginner class and more advanced classes?

Yes, but at the same time one must think before they leap. Respect other people's views & don't intentionally say something that might 

hurt someone feelings. Thre are a lot of people sensitve to comments. They take things very seriously if you don't. I feel we are are very 

caring & loving group as a whole.

sway to music



Passionate Worship

Does Lake Deaton have an environment where you feel comfortable worshipping freely and expressing yourself? 

Neutral; because of COVID, the environment has been structure! I am truly looking to see what comes out of the revisioning process and 

does it meet some of my needs, wants. Etc.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, but my expression is often inward, and sometimes I prefer sitting alone rather than sitting with others so I can fully concentrate.

Yes, variety of worship styles.. Use of online services.

I am not inhibited to express myself during worship services.

Yes, all forms are accepted.

This is a place to call home.

Yes, the church does well in this area.

Yes!!

Yes.  

“Difficult to understand where they are coming from.”  Other religions have very strict doctrine that is clear and 

unchanging.  

The current divisive issue of gay marriage in the UMC is one of the topic that some don’t feel free to express.

Yes, definitely.

The environment is there. I'm beginning to allow myself more expression during singing - still learning my song is for God and my joy is 

given to God.



Passionate Worship #3

Name one element you would add to a worship service at Lake Deaton to make it more inspiring.

Move announcements to the beginning of the service and keep them brief - use slides and periodic announcements by persons during the gathering 

time to avoid break of flow of worship. Make it worshipful work for the congregation.

•       Worship tends to be lukewarm – could benefit from more energy and excitement. Easy to just ride along without getting captivated in worship. 

(This input resonated most for this question)

•       More evidence of Christ’s work and transformation in our world – missions and testimonials.  

•       More small video snippets woven in about church activities incorporating congregants.

Some would like to have a service that is more contemporary (less “blended”). All agree it is important to offer both traditional and 

contemporary/blended service options.

Sharing prayer concerns with the congregation

Children! (only kidding, but don't you miss them?) Maybe rotate in some younger voices from the local schools occasionally. I don't know how 

complicated that might be. Live communion.

The pastors all do a great job of relating scripture to their personal lives. But, I feel that discussing more about the meaning of scripture and how it 

relates to today's society might be better.

Weekly communion very important to all members. 

Would like to see improvement on music - more energetic and inspiring. More variety of songs. Find music very repetitive.

Retreats. Written bulletins outlining the service and printed announcements re: upcoming events.

1. Read ten commandments. 2. turn up sanctuary lights.

After announcements, a time of silence and piano music to prepare ourselves for worship. Just a moment of stillness before we begin - a 

preparation of our minds and hearts.

"featured" Sundays - Eg. Recognize people with birhtday & anniversary celebrations; also, recognize visitors, family from out of town.

Maybe have members tell a short story about how God came to them and helped them thru a difficult time (personal)



Passionate Worship #3

Name one element you would add to a worship service at Lake Deaton to make it more inspiring.

Go back to Eisenhower; congregation participation (E.g. Pull item off create, create a circle; create Last Supper with members of Congregation; 

Change announcements on videos! Too old!

Communion - reinforces relationship with God. Miss it in the services when we don't do it. Singing!

Some people say the communion elements were difficult to use so it was fixed! Thank you!

Walk through of nature. The Villages have facilities close by. Conduct some facets of a normal service.

I would like to see a less formal service, either inside or outsiding with a more relaxed seating arrangement - a Fresh Expression.

Occasional testimony, children, children singing

Maybe group silent prayer right before or after the pastoral prayer. I remember (I think) that at Eisenhower there were times, such as Divine's 

prayer that lights were dimmed.

Dramas, choral reading, moment of silent prayer (a few minutes), call and response prayer, "Lord, hear our prayer"

It would be great to have a children's message.

I am patiently waiting for the time when the kneeling rails return and communion can be served by intinction.

Presence of children, infant baptism, children's chats, testimonies, grow band and choir, communion, lighting changes at prayer time.

We are still experiencing transition from a smaller to a larger facility, from more intimacy to less intimacy.

seating, lighting, music.



Passionate Worship #3

Name one element you would add to a worship service at Lake Deaton to make it more inspiring.Periodical testimonies during services

Bulletins – for those who may not be internet savvy.  Include an order of worship in the bulletin.

? Energy. Transformational stories.

During announcements, interact with the congregation to help us feel part of the community seated around and with us. 

Outreach announcements weekly to let the congregation know where their offerings go and who we are reaching out to.

The messages are best when start with personal example, relate to Bible passage, give examples that inspire us to be more Christlike in the coming 

week and future. Music: less plaintive and about our sinful selves, more inspirational about the joy Christ brings us and the glory of God.



Passionate Worship - #4

What does the word "passionate" mean to you? Describe a personal worship experience that you might categorize as passionate.

 What made it passionate?

The music elicits passion - especially congregational singing

Prayer time - include focused prayers occassionally to help us focus rather than broad general prayers - these can be for situations 

congregation is encountering in the community and world to keep it relevant;

Provide silent time occasionally in prayer time for reflection - even in sermon time

Miss having announcement bulletin for reference - do not use email and computer often so I miss most of the announcements

What it felt like:

•       Goes to one’s heart, intimacy, shakes your soul, goose bumps, forces a “look in the mirror”, changes one’s perspective, 

priorities, motivations – general theme of grabbing one’s attention and being very energized.

•       Excellent music, pastoral message that is captivating, personal, biblical

Personal examples:  

•       Weddings for daughters

•       Testimony and witness of friend dying from cancer who sang a hymn as a love song during church to his wife weeks before 

passing – most passionate experience ever witnessed at church.  It was his way to show faith, love, and caring for his family and 

friends in faith who would go on in their lives without him.

•       Messages that spoke biblically fearlessly in the face of our politically correct cancel culture

•       Emmaus – reflective and penetrating

Passionate means touching the heart, touching the emotions, being moved to tears.  Examples:

Walk to Emmaus -- felt a weight lifted as handed over to the Lord

Hymn sing in college -- sound of everyone’s voices lifted together in song

Blue Christmas service

Good Friday service this year at Lake Deaton



Passionate Worship - #4

What does the word "passionate" mean to you? Describe a personal worship experience that you might categorize as passionate.

 What made it passionate?Praise songs 

During prayer time at worship service

Sometimes during the sermon -- when a story or new insight about a scripture touches my heart

Uplifting music. When I see passion in the people - arms raised, moving with the music.

Passionate worship is the ability to go to the altar after communion and kneel and pray. LD prayer benches along the walls, not as 

meaningful as kneeling at the altar bench, facing a cross.

Passionate = eliciting an important and strong emotional connection. A baptism service in Grenada was extremely moving to me. 

Candidates were blindfolded and led out into the sea to the pastor. The setting on the sea front echoed the baptisms by John and 

Jesus. Very symbolic and moving.

Passion is a "love of god, filled with the joy of being in His Presence. It is more about God than me."

With heart and feeling. Our very best.

Unbelievable music (cello, violins, piano, strings, guitar)! Then a lay person got up after the pastor had started the sermon and finished the 

sermon with his own testimony. Not a dry eye in the place, and the music was the everpresent foundation. God's presence and grace 

pervaded the sanctuary.

music and songs that everyone would like to sing together; keeping it real in sermons

Laying on of hands; passing of candles during bedediction; holding hands during prayer

Engaging in total body moments during worship service where you know the Holy Spirit is with you. Passionate means intense, emotional, 

engaging, and believable.

Family camp; Sunrise Easter service; candlelight service; commun

Caring deeply for something or someone. Probably when I received a phone call about how I like the service. The caring about what I thought. 

A perfect stranger to me asked how I felt. Th epersonal phone call did it.



Passionate Worship - #4

What does the word "passionate" mean to you? Describe a personal worship experience that you might categorize as passionate.

 What made it passionate?

Good Friday Service; special services

Emotionally involved. Once, I attended a Christmas service with the old hymns and appropriate symbology as the emphases! I was enthralled 

because of the greatness of the music (sound) and the finding of the baby Jesus by the shepherds and 3 wise men.

Passionate is when something really touches my emotions. Personal stories and music often give me that feeling.

The service began with praise music upon entering a Fellowship Hall where seating was in several circular rounds and the pastor stood in the 

center preaching. I would also like to see media, live theater as an occasional part of worship. We did some of this at Eisenhower.

Meaningful, emotional. Short drama with a story or moral.

Passionate is when I feel the Holy Spirit's presence within me. It is almost like a "rush" (of joy!)

Services in Africa. Sea World "Oh Wondrous World", guest speakers, ssuch as someone released from prison who was wrongly incarcerated.

Worship to a believer is like sap to a tree. You need it to keep going and produce the fruit of the Spirit in your life.

I experience passionate worship when the Holy Spirit saturates through music, message, "decorations", encounters with other worshippers.

Feeling of rush, joy.



Passionate Worship - #4

What does the word "passionate" mean to you? Describe a personal worship experience that you might categorize as passionate.

 What made it passionate?

More music/choir - beginning and ending. Some like quiet prior to the service. Less churchy - change seating to round tables or circular 

seating. Have a sermon series on preparing for end time, and the imporantce os Ishmael.

Passion to us means strong feelings, stimulating, moving experience. The Holy land is a place to experience a passion for Christ. A foot washing 

service, Good Friday service.

A feeling of release & focus on God

Singing together with a packed church

Sermons can be moving if they hit on a topic or issue close to your heart.

Fully involved with thought and emotion. A Christian wedding, specifically, our daughters. Pastor made us feel God was present and blessing 

the unions.

Giving in abundance of onself / feeling the abundance given by others. "Laying of the hands". Candlelighting passing down the rows / exit. 

Holding hands during prayers.



Passionate Worship #5

How does Lake Deaton create expectation and anticipation for worship each week? What could we do better to help you prepare?

Announcing theme of service+A2:A18 and scripture in advance are helpful. Occasionally have something for congregants to fill out as we move 

through the service to center us and provide a focus for the week's prayer/medication time after worship

Vehicles used today: (general feel that we still aren’t “reaching/connecting” with the folks that attend church regularly and likely aren’t 

reaching community beyond our church attendees)

•       Newsletter

•       Couch Talk

•       Website
                                  Devotions

Opportunities:

•       Find a means to create and earn the engagement of recipients of these communication vehicles

•       More personal invitation and engagement to church attendees and our surrounding community.  This will improve ongoing feeling of 

belonging and personal engagement

•       Target communication for effectiveness (study and know what really works). Sometimes trying to cover too many communication channels 

simply increases the noise that overwhelm the audience.  Communication needs to be two way rather than simply pushing out information – 

create a hunger and engagement from the audience so that they seek and look for the information!

Pastors are enthusiastic about inviting people to come to the worship service in couch talk, and devotionals.

It is helpful when we have daily studies that align with the theme of the sermon

Recommend that there be an invitation of some type to have 1-2 minutes of quiet reflection before the service begins, to 

center/prepare ourselves.  This could be done by announcement, by dimming the lights, by quieting the background music, etc.
Provide questions in Couch Talk and LD Happenings for folks to think about when in worship.

??

Online communications gives us a hint ahead of time about what the pastor will preach about.

The weekly email with the pastor's speaking to me.

A music preview video. Weekly email is good.

Through the LD "Happenings" Pastor talks and online studies. I think the Happenings need to be printed and available at the services.

Pre-service music - Thursday newsletter and couch talk.



Passionate Worship #5

How does Lake Deaton create expectation and anticipation for worship each week? What could we do better to help you prepare?

We always look forward to coming. Having us know the test for Sunday beforehand might be a nice touch.

Couch talk; what's happening. Rotation of pastors

good services; couch talk

Trust the three of us to deliver what we need. Something right going on!

on the Happening each weeek the narrator describes what will be addressed each week. Encourage people to tune in for the latest, which is 

already being done.

Sending out emails. When we start doing bulletins again, maybe review the next week's sermon with a few Bible verses to read before worship

Thursday message. Sermon series

It doesn’t, but perhaps I am being too rough. Make the sermons more uplifting, less negative. I do not think anyone who attempts to be a 

Christian does not know we are not meeting Christ's goals, but perhaps telling us that we are doing something good, once in a while would 

make the congregation accept more of the negative.

I like when we have an online Bible study and devotion going along with the sermon series.

I attend church in order to try to live a better life and be a better person. Challenging us to action during the week would hold me more 

accountable.

The daily devotionals each morning prepare you for the sermon topic.

When things get "normal" I look forward to the welcoming atmosphere and being a greeter makes it easier for me to walk up to others and 

interact. I like the "passing of the peace" time during the service when we greet those around us.

Book series help with this. We anticipate what is coming up. Lake Deaton Happenings helps us keep up. Questions to take home to look at 

personally or take to small groups.

Overhead notice and the countdown to worship are great.



Passionate Worship #5

How does Lake Deaton create expectation and anticipation for worship each week? What could we do better to help you prepare?

When things get "normal", handouts for week's readings, dates, events, prayers to put on table, refrigerator, night stand.

Thursday evening Couch Talk, paper bulletins, on-line services (streaming)

Thursday email "Cough Talk" sets tone for upcoming worship. Weekly devotion series. Would like to go back to paper bulletins also - can share 

with others, etc. *Sharing online service with people outside of TV and out of state.

The announcing of sermon series in Happenings and on line

LD Happenings. Join Journeymen 8:00 Breakfast.

Couch Talk is great. Emails are great. Keep daily devotionals. Keep online church.



Passionate Worship #6

What part of the service would you like to see enhanced or diminished? Where to you see peaks of excellence? What changes could 

boost effectiveness and excellence?

Find increased lay participation very meaningful - keeps us connected to the church family

Move announcements to the beginning of the service and keep them brief - use slides and periodic announcements by persons during the 

gathering time to avoid break of flow of worship. Make it worshipful work for the congregation.

Really miss communion and the connection it brings to one another as well as to our Lord - didn't realize how much it connected me to others 

before it was taken away in COVID

Worship leaders work to help the service flow together well. Particularly find meaningful the services where the congregation is asked to 

respond in some way to the message - E.g. come to the prayer rail; tree in center of worship; cross in center of room

More/Less:

•       New songs – teach congregation and get everyone up and singing – bring more energy

•       More congregation participation – increase the personal nature of the messaging – help folks feel that they know more 

people in the church

Peaks of Excellence:

•       Messages and their casual delivery are well-received – like the style, personalization, and delivery from Pastors

Opportunities:

•       Bring more biblically-focused messages and ministries – sometimes too much Fresh Expressions – current approach not 

super exciting or challenging or challenging to cause introspection and personal response/change/growth

We greatly appreciate how the pastors and staff took extra care and effort due to COVID.  Examples include making the 

worship space as safe as possible with mask requirement, spacing, and cleaning, setting up outdoor services, working 

through the issues to provide quality filming and live streaming of services and other events, adding the Tuesday and Friday 

devotionals on Facebook.  



Passionate Worship #6

What part of the service would you like to see enhanced or diminished? Where to you see peaks of excellence? What changes could 

boost effectiveness and excellence?
The sermons are excellent.  The preparation is evident, content consistently meaningful and presentation style engaging.    

The open table invitation to communion is very meaningful to us.  We also appreciate that everyone is invited/eligible to 

help distribute communion (before COVID).

We like seeing the words of the songs on the screen.  Many of us jot down the name of our favorite song titles in the 

copyright notice so we can add the songs to our playlist to listen to during the week.

Please continue to post the text of scriptures being read during the sermon.  This is very helpful to people who are hard of 

hearing.  

Some churches invite anyone who would like to be prayed for to come up to the altar area to meet with volunteers after the 

service.    

Some would prefer that we not pass a collection basket -- keeping things the way they are now.  They feel the current 

practice is less distracting, allowing us to pay more attention to the song sung at that time.  But if passing a collection basket 

is important financially, we understand that needs to be a priority.

More laity participation, such as reading scripture, making the announcements and SHORTER sermons.

Sometimes the singing is too long; doing more than one song is too much. At 9 AM service.

Lead in with prayerful prayer. This leads worshippers into worship. The devotional videos have been a good way to learn 

more about other members. When we back to 'normal' it might be good to allow more time before worship begins, to give 

us time to catch up with our sisters and brothers. We've been away from each other so long! Time before the service is 

scheduled to begin. Excellence - music and all three of our pastors. We are blessed. Ushers need better communication 

going into the revival of LD. We lack confidence - or at least I do because our duties diminished.

Return to the original method of communion. Personal service with the server stating the name of the receiver makes it personal.

10% want traditional service to be more traditional. Other 90% wants blended to be more contemporary. Let's ROCK the house!



Passionate Worship #6

What part of the service would you like to see enhanced or diminished? Where to you see peaks of excellence? What changes could 

boost effectiveness and excellence?

More laity involvement in the service. A church Sunday bulletin would be nice. Possibly with space to make notes re: sermons. 

Perhaps communion every other week. More singers during praise time.

Excellent music - excellent sermons. Would like to have one of music selections have lyrics for a prayer. Praise and prayer: a perfect 

combination. Wouldn't  have any external videos be any part of the service once it's started. The one before Easter Sunday was an interrupter, 

was not really funny and chaned the worship atmosphere. 

More music, choir, devotion in motion. Resume communion by laity; keep online options for church & worship; continue online devotionals; 

more personal touch; apply scripture to everyday/current living situations

Have a minute or two on our impact of giving in community, world or church home.

Music, music! Love the dancers! Don't care for the Announcements at the beginning of the service. More personal with the congregation such 

as "if you have a birthday this week raise your heands, etc.  Don't have the congregation stand and sit. It's really hard for some folks. Let 

people stand, sit or whatever you want during music. It know it's optional but people don't want to stick out!

Ask students from surrounding schools to play instruments and/or sing; Elder give sermon.  Use retired pastors

Transitions; personal storeies that make pastors real are great; increase level of volunteers (maybe knowing more can do it)

you have 3 services & online Saturday, 9:00 a.m. Sunday more modern; 10:30 a..m - more traditional; you hae something for everyone. 

Unfortunately the pandemic did a lot of damage to people's tradition about attending church. Change is hard for old people. I don't know how 

or what you could do to make it better. Remember, you just can't please everyone all the time. People have to learn to compromises. 

Unfortunately, not everyone feels that way. Stay positive and more forward.



Passionate Worship #6

What part of the service would you like to see enhanced or diminished? Where to you see peaks of excellence? What changes could 

boost effectiveness and excellence?

Flow - ; intrude on worship.  Should have them before we begin worship so worship flows;  pastos need to engage the congregation on a 

regular basis in different ways; sometimes with outline; bullet points; more use of visuals; more lay participation in worship; occasional 

testimony/witness.

Length of sermons seems to get longer and longer; focus on "main thing" for that service

Prayer time - focused prayers are excellent around theme of service;  silent time in prayer is important to engage congregation. 

CHANGE TIME OF 10:30 service to 11.  We cannot build community with people running in and out of the services. This would also allow for 

potential Sunday school time where 9:00 service attenders staying after service could join with 11 people who would come early.

Balance about right. Butterfly garden and wish to meet people outside congregation. Have a mission that is supported actively by more than 

50% of congregation, not written/set by a few of the most ardent.

Many members say they don't know the music to praise songs. Perhaps more focus on teaching would be helpful. I would like to see more 

contemporary topics discussed from a Biblical standing point. Our music folks do a good job performing. I loved the informal atmosphere at 

Eisenhower and would like to see that more at Lake Deaton.

Key points listed on the screen throughout sermon. Announcements don't make in service. Takes away from getting in the mood for worship.

There was something about Angie Rose that ws so inspiring and real. She was always natural and inspiring to me. Not so many 

announcements. Start worship by worshipful song and prayer



Passionate Worship #6

What part of the service would you like to see enhanced or diminished? Where to you see peaks of excellence? What changes could 

boost effectiveness and excellence?

Enhanced - drama (good drama). Keep the service changing each week - the music, the order, the format. Keep it fresh - arrangements of the 

chairs, types of music, speakers. Mix music in with the sermon. Variations of how hymns are used in the service. Always be sure we walk away 

with a good idea of how we are to apply the message to our lives.

COVID-19 has had such an impact. It will be great to sing wholeheartedly without maska again. In the meantime we can sing or make music in 

our hearts to the Lord!

On the rare occasions that I feel "disconnected" in worship, I try to focus on my relationship with God and accept His speaking to someone else 

that moment.

Key points of sermon on big screens, fewer announcements, busy screen - difficult to read font

Reading the 10 Commandments, turn off cell phones, communion (every Sunday?!), more praise singers.

Read the 10 Commandments (maybe read by congregant) "Turnoff your cell phones". 10-15 seconds of silence. Discuss communion. More 

singers for praise teams. Don reading during Good Friday was really nice.

We all miss Communion.

**We need a space to fellowship before and after services (like we had at Eisenhower)

We all miss those times we could have a coffee and snack; sign up for events and volunteer needs.  Have 

conversations with people we know and those we don’t know.

A Sunday school opportunity would be welcomed.  Maybe some options of study and discussion.

I would not mind some new songs, specifically "Our God (Is Greater) by Chris Tomlin. Peaks of excellent: the music and the message. 



Passionate Worship #6

What part of the service would you like to see enhanced or diminished? Where to you see peaks of excellence? What changes could 

boost effectiveness and excellence?

Post COVID - Larger choir presence - more strength of singing. Communion by laity returned. Personal touch - handshakes, hugs, etc. 



Passionate Worship #8

What part of worship at Lake Deaton makes you feel the most connected to God and your fellow worshippers?

Music - providing different styles of music for congregational participation

Creeds - our faith is what unites us; emphasize how our statements of faith connect us to God but also unite us to one another even in our 

differences

•       Prayer time highlighting specific needs and appeals is an area where more focus is needed

•       Lord’s Prayer

•       Social Greeting

Singing together

Pause in the prayer time for personal prayer

Communion

The music.

Being able to be at a station and administer communion elements to God's children.

The music! I would love to heave 15 minutes of "warmup" singing before the service and then just segue into the 'real thing'. 

Passionate singing. Prayers and communion.
Communion

Weekly communion 100%. Sermons 80%. Music 20%. Most of our group is disappointed with current music.

We, the people, must keep our focus on God, not ourselves. The Holy Spirit will lead us.

The congregational singing and the background piano

candle; communion; community prayer such as Lord’s Prayer; sermon  

Communion served by laity; music; sermons; prayer

Music, some prayers, some sermons

Singing is a big part. When I first come to church, that was the 1st thing I noticed. I never heard such harmony from a bunch of people that 

just came to worship! You could feel the love and devotion. The prayer & quilts caring about someone with troubles. 

Singing; communion.  Fellowship time - passing the peace helps me be part of the community



Passionate Worship #8

What part of worship at Lake Deaton makes you feel the most connected to God and your fellow worshippers?

I really enjoy the last part when Rick & Ms Baker do the piano & organ. It is spectacular. Thank you to them. David's enthusiams is really 

excellent. I had to be gone to care for my daugther and I thank God for the internet. I was able to be part of this church and not miss it. I just 

want to thank everyone who put this study in gear. Thanks again! 

Communion; miss going up for communion; music - selections matches the theme of service

Prayer

Singing

Praise worship sets the tone of worship, for me. I would love to have more, including entering. I love the egress music playing as we leave. 

More than once I have stayed to listen and to be touched.

Music, communion, Lord's prayer

The beauty of surrounding is awe-inspiring. The sermons, communion and the prayers move me.

Music. The cross at the altar. "Visual" preaching - speaking in such a way to give an image, for example: Loida speaking about the 

foundations her Dad put in their houses.

Singing and praying.

Liturgies and common communion.

Prayers, Lord's prayer, communion, singing, sermon

The music.

It varies for each service, sermon, music, prayer, communion, entertainment vs. worship.



Passionate Worship #8

What part of worship at Lake Deaton makes you feel the most connected to God and your fellow worshippers?

Communion and the Prayer

Times where the pastor or designated person prayse for specific needs of members of church or community, when we say the Lord's Prayer. 

To fellow worshipers in the beginning when we say hello to those around us.



Passionate Worship #9

Passionate Worship includes elements that reach both the head and heart. Think through this week's service. What elements or 

moments in the service ignited your intellect?  "goose bumps...

Creeds and lyrics of songs, scripture and sermon often ignite the intellect as well as provide moments of "glory bumps"

Actively inviting us to respond move the service to the heart. Also when we share openly our prayer concerns for one aother and our world - 

it connects us to the reality of daily living. 

Inspired reflection/ignited intellect:

•       Pastor’s message on comments like: “I didn’t get anything out of church today…” and what that says about the person 

attending worship – are you here to worship or be entertained?  We can’t stress the reasons we worship in celebration vs. 

being served/entertained – we need to get our hearts straight on what worship means

•       The Toy that Loida used to demonstrate how Church is greater than what we do on Sunday.

Intellect -- sermons frequently provide new context, new insights, and practical opportunities to go more deeply in 

following Jesus.

Heart -- music and prayer time.  Sometimes the sermon will touch our heart in a special way.  
The video snippets from the devotionals.

Yes. Usually have "goose bumps" during the music. Usually when the pastor evokes a memory of a previous spiritual experience I've had, my 

heart returns to it. My intellect responds to data, theories, or opinions by pastors/ experts in their field and are quoted in support of the 

sermon. I think the sermons are all excellent, but I admit I love the music so much that I tend to see it as my reward for attending (Please 

don't hit me. 😉)

Goose bumps - feel Holy Spirit would like more scripture - less stories. Would like to be taught from the pulpit. Don't just read the sermon.

When I have seen something in a new way! Sometimes I get distracted and lose my concentration. It is a weakness that I am working on.

Remembrance of my baptism.

pastor's personal experiences allow us to explore our own shortcomings and join in the story

Love hearing Bible Stories but told in the perspective of today's world. How it would look if the story happened yesterday. Goose bumps 

usually come from music. 



Passionate Worship #9

Passionate Worship includes elements that reach both the head and heart. Think through this week's service. What elements or 

moments in the service ignited your intellect?  "goose bumps...

Psalm 100 is my favorite in the Bible. When we were invited to write a verse on the floor I wrote Psalm 100. Proably no one else knows  

except me. It is the greatest feeling. 

No

I can sometimes tell when one of the pastors is extremely passionate about the topic. Those sermons touch me the most. There are also 

days when I feel the sermon was written just for me.

The sermon speaks to me when I learn about changed hearts and lives. Many of us come to worship with baggage (loss of loved ones, poor 

health, regrets) and when I feel encouraged I often feel God's presence the most.

Not sure. I think Loida's "real-ness". I did experience goose bumps at Eisenhower - sometimes - don't remember why. I think sometimes 

during the pastoral prayer.

A "visual" sermon appeals to the head, preaching on someone's family reaches the heart.

Watching the liturgical dance team.

My "out of body" moments generally involve music - the melody, lyrics, harmony - memories that are associated with a song or visual it 

represents.

Smoother transitions of element during worship services.

Change the routine. We would like to have a person available to pray with people needing special prayer. Louda always speaks from the 

heart. We were challenged to be part of providing passionate support in the community. Scripture based worship. Visual pictures touch our 

heart, especially the stained glass window.

Stained glass windows.



Passionate Worship #9

Passionate Worship includes elements that reach both the head and heart. Think through this week's service. What elements or 

moments in the service ignited your intellect?  "goose bumps...

Psalm 199. Enter with gladness, enter to give thanks. I didn't get anything out of the service expanding ball. 



Passionate worship - #10

On a scale of 1 to 10 being the hightest priority, rate how important Passionate Worship is to Lake Deaton as one of our Core Values

10

6

An assessment of where we are: 5-

7. Where we should be: 10

10
9

4

7

5 Should be 10

9

9 to 10

10

I can't rate my love for God!

10

8

8 to 9

6.5

10

8

8



Passionate worship - #10

On a scale of 1 to 10 being the hightest priority, rate how important Passionate Worship is to Lake Deaton as one of our Core Values

10

We are unanimous that we want a bulletin back! It can 

be black and white, but we would like to have it at the 

service so when we are waiting for the service to start 

we can peruse it and circle items we want to persue 

once we get home. When you all are working through 

to responses to come up with ideas, could the 

congregation do a prayer vigil to ask for discernment? 

We need to work to becoming part of our Wildwood 

Community...worship services in Wildwood...across the 

street? With COVID ending and fellowship to start up, 

more time added between services. Diversity - can we 

attract some of our Spanish neighbors - frock pot 

Sunday meals across 44A?? Need a push plate door for 

the handicapped. Sundays are no problem. Weekdays 

are a problem. Summer camps - Bible School, BBall 

camp, art camp.

10

10

9

10

10

10

7

10


